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Abstract

Although Post-stroke fatigue (PSF) has gained attention in recent years, clinicians and caregivers are still faced with the challenge of diagnosis and management of PSF. The purpose of this review is to provide understanding of the nature of PSF and potential clinical implication for healthcare providers.
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Editorial

The classical view of post-stroke fatigue

Post-stroke fatigue (PSF) occurs in more than half of stroke survivors around the world [1] and has been linked with poor quality of life, independent of depression and disability [2,3]. PSF has a profound negative impact on a patient’s daily activities such as decreased participation in physical activities [4], leading to poor rehabilitation outcome and increased mortality [5]. Previous literature that examined other clinical conditions defines fatigue as a subject feeling of physical and/or mental exhaustion, lack of energy, and tiredness perceived by the individual or caregiver. To date, consensus on one definition of PSF has yet to be reached among clinicians and researchers.

What’s the challenge?

The debilitating effects of PSF and its hindrance on stroke rehabilitation [4] creates dire consequences on the quality of life in people after stroke [5]. Although PSF has gained attention in recent years, clinicians and caregivers are still faced with the challenge of diagnosis and management of PSF. Because of the complex and ambiguous nature of PSF, it is often under-diagnosed and under-treated. Current standard of care for chronic stroke relies on educational materials and does not incorporate any proactive countermeasure to alleviate PSF symptoms. Currently, no pharmacological intervention can effectively improve PSF symptoms [6]; while non-pharmacological intervention strategy is a complete void.

The construct of PSF

The pathophysiology of PSF is largely unknown although some potential factors have been suggested include changes in neurophysiology after stroke such as white matter hyperintensities and inflammation. Accumulating evidence suggests that the cause of PSF is multidimensional [7,8] attributing to the interactions between neurophysiologic anomalies, physical deficits, comorbidities, medications, and psychological burden such as depression, anxiety, and lack of social interactions.

Furthermore, it is important to recognize that PSF has different subtypes that may co-exist simultaneously [7]. Namely, exertion (ePSF) and chronic (cPSF) fatigue subtypes have been identified as 2 distinct PSF constructs each with its own unique contributing factor [7].

Physical impairment and motor dysfunction

Physical impairment and functional deficits are one of the most observable culprits contributing to PSF symptoms, especially those who exhibit ePSF. The importance of these contributing factors to PSF has been well established [9,10]. Motor dysfunction [11,12], aphasia [4,5], facial palsy [8], and arm weakness [8] are all related to PSF. However, investigations of the impact of the multiple diverse deficits on PSF are scarce.

Depression, anxiety, and social interactions

Although physical disability may contribute to ePSF in the early stage of stroke, psychological burdens such as depression may play...
How to measure PSF?

Due to its multidimensional nature, it may be necessary to first determine a PSF phenotype using a multidimensional model before PSF severity level can be adequately measured.

**Quantify ePSF severity level using a visual analog scale**

A version of visual analog scale specifically modified for stroke patients was previously described to quantify fatigue level in stroke patients [25]. Namely, the Visual Analog Fatigue Scale (VAFS), which consists of score ranges from 0 to 100 measured in millimeters on a 10-cm vertical line using a pen (Figure 1). The score is obtained by measuring the line from “no fatigue” to the point indicated by participants to represent their fatigue level. Participants are presented the VAFS for the first time to measure fatigue at rest (VAFS_{at-rest}) after sitting for 5 minutes in a quiet room. Immediately afterward, a 15-minute standardization exercise is administered (VAFS_{post-exercise}). Participants are allowed 15 minutes for recovery, after which they will be presented the VAFS for the third time (VAFS_{post-recovery}). Exertion fatigue is calculated by subtracting the VAFS_{at-rest} score from the VAFS_{post-exercise} score, and recovery rate is calculated using the formula: (VAFS_{post-exercise} - VAFS_{post-recovery}) / (VAFS_{post-exercise} - VAFS_{at-rest}) x 100. The fatigue-inducing exercise consists of a 15-minute standardized exercise protocol using a total body recumbent stepper (NuStep, Inc). To standardize the workload, all participants are asked to step at 75 steps per minute with an external power of 75 to 80 watts for 15 minutes. The device and workload of the fatigue-inducing protocol was previously validated [7,25].

---

**Figure 1**: Illustration of (a) traditional visual analog scale used to measure pain, (b) VAFS version 1, and (c) VAFS version 2. VAFS: Visual Analog Fatigue Scale.
The VAPS itself, the assessment of ePSF using the change score on the VAPS, and the calculation of recovery rate using the ratio of VAPS change score have been established previously and reported to have good validity in stroke survivors [25].

**Quantify cPSF severity level using the fatigue severity scale**

The Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS) [26] is a 9-item scale that has been shown to be reliable and valid to assess fatigue level over the previous week in stroke survivors. It can be utilized to quantify the chronic subtype of PSF (cPSF). In addition, several other fatigue scales are also suitable to assess cPSF such as the Modified Fatigue Impact Scale (MFIS) and the Multidimensional Fatigue Symptom Inventory (MFSI).

**Physical fitness & function:** Physical function should be evaluated using the 6-minute walk, Fugl-Meyer (FM) tests. The FM is used to determine the level of motor function in the hemiparetic limbs after stroke. The FM test is a reliable and valid tool that was specifically designed as a clinical measure of sensory-motor impairment for stroke [27].

The total possible score is 124, which has components of sensation (FMSEN, 24 points), upper extremity (FMUE, 66 points), and lower extremity (FMLE, 34 points). Because the sensory component is less relevant, the combined total motor (FMTM) scores of the FMUE and FMLE can be determined as (FMTM=FMUE+FMLE) [28], with a total possible score of 100. The 6-minute walk test is a field assessment of aerobic fitness.

**Psychological burden:** Depressive symptoms, anxiety level, and social interactions should be evaluated using the Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS), Penn State Worry Questionnaire (PSWQ), and Older People’s Quality of Life Questionnaire (OPQoL), respectively. The GDS is a questionnaire that includes 30 items that refer to affective, cognitive, and behavioral symptoms of depression to assess mood. It has been tested extensively in older adults and previously used in stroke survivors [7,25]. The possible score ranges from 0 to 30. The PSWQ is a widely used measure of worry severity [29]. The OPQoL is a new 32- to 35-item QoL measure [30]. It has 5-point Likert scales from Strongly Agree to Strongly Disagree, with 32 or 35 items, representing: life overall (4 items), health (4 items), social relationships and participation (7 items in QoL follow-up survey, 8 items in Omnibus surveys), independence, control over life, freedom (5 items), area: home and neighborhood (4 items), psychological and emotional well-being (4 items), financial circumstances (4 items), and religion/culture (2 items; asked in Omnibus surveys only).

**Healthcare provider implications**

The diagnosis of stroke is one that brings about great change for not only the patient, but the family too. However, that does not consider the effect of PSF on the patient and the implications for the family.

Following stroke, even without any permanent disabilities, the family often experiences guilt. Families often ask, “Did that ice cream for dessert cause the stroke?” This is only the tip of the iceberg describing the thoughts that the families of those with stroke experience. The patient is often racked with guilt over subjecting the family to this life-changing health condition. Patients with stroke are more likely to experience depression and anxiety related to their decline in health and possible need for assistance and permanent lifestyle modifications. When post-stroke fatigue is present, these feelings of guilt, depression, and anxiety are often magnified. When PSF is present, the healthcare provider can support the patient and family by addressing activity and sleep, diet, and mental health. The health care provider should consider activity and a healthy sleep schedule. The level of activity should be tailored to the patient’s individual needs including pre-stroke level of functioning and consider any residuals following the stroke. The family should be encouraged to participate in the activity level with the patient and help support the patient through a custom-tailored activity plan. Activities can be as simple as playing card games to things like going for a walk or on a hike. Bird-watching and woodworking are examples of activities that the patient with post-stroke fatigue might find enjoyable through the process of managing post-stroke fatigue. The healthcare provider should counsel the patient on appropriate sleep hygiene and encourage a healthy sleep/wake routine. A scheduled bedtime with appropriate number of hours of sleep followed by a standard wake time with limited naps are helpful in managing post-stroke fatigue. The health care provider should counsel against indulging in too much sleep as this is counter-productive to managing post-stroke fatigue.

Two, diet and nutrition are essential for the healthcare provider to address following a stroke, and when post-stroke fatigue is present, this is essential to help manage the fatigue. The healthcare provider should consider a nutritional consultation, and provide dietary resources such as websites for healthy food preparation and recipes. Managing diet and nutrition also includes educating the patient about the use of caffeine and stimulants to combat the post-stroke fatigue as these are counterproductive to successfully managing the PSF and consumption can cause other health-related issues.

Three, it is paramount that the healthcare provider support the patient through post-stroke fatigue by addressing mental health such as any anxiety or depression that the patient may experience. Depression often occurs due to a decrease in function and/or quality of life and guilt related to lifestyle decisions and health behaviors that may have contributed to the initial stroke and the patient may experience anxiety with the realization that the chances of another ischemic event are likely. When PSF is present, these conditions can be magnified. The health care provider should screen for these conditions and provide referrals and treatment as needed. Medications and mental health care including counseling services may be indicated. Engaging in activity and consuming a healthy diet can also help address these.
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The healthcare provider not only can take on the role of partner in addressing PSF and consider activity and sleep, diet, and mental health for the patient and their family, they also play a key role in supporting the patient and family and really empower them through the process.

What's next?

Currently there is no evidence for effective pharmacological interventions in patients with PSF. On the other hand, non-pharmacological PSF intervention is inadequate and offers only general education materials and advice patients and caregivers for dealing with PSF.

The immediate urgency of advancing PSF diagnosis should rely on developing a PSF phenotype; while the future PSF management must focus on a multidimensional treatment strategy that is personalized to each individual patient’s PSF contributing factors. It is also important to recognize that the healthcare provider is a great resource and help for the patient with post-stroke fatigue and can offer many strategies to combat the effects. Ultimately, this line of research should continue to strive to improve the quality of life in people after stroke as well as reducing the psychological burden of research should continue to improve the quality of life for the patient and their family, they also play a key role in addressing PSF and consider activity and sleep, diet, and mental health.
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